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MEDD LIVE: VIRTUAL CONFERENCE

Innovate. Adapt. Connect.

Become more familiar with MedTech innovation and advances in patient management, 
Learn tactical strategies to adapt and grow their practice, and
Connect with like-minded medical professionals.

We are pleased to invite you to participate in the inaugural MEDD Live virtual medical conference.
A national event aimed at bringing the medical community together to learn through clinical
presentations and workshops, and build better connections during these uncertain times.
 
While the current COVID-19 pandemic has made it almost impossible for doctors to meet face to face
for educational events and networking, the reality is, it’s never been easy. However, the recent
worldwide shutdown has shown us we can adapt quickly by leveraging technology to create more
efficient communication channels through virtual meeting places and digital networks.
 
MEDD Live is a virtual conference designed for convenience, allowing attendees to join from
anywhere, at any time, while giving the presenters the flexibility to present from anywhere,
dressed in almost anything.
 
The MEDD Live Conference will have a strong focus on the theme of Innovate, Adapt and Connect, 
– encouraging attendees to:
 

 
Attendees have the option of participating in live sessions or accessing presentation recordings later by
simply logging into the Conference Channel on MEDD.com.au. They can also connect with your
company, the presenters and each other, on our dedicated medical networking platform.
 
And while the conference will come to an end, the value of the content increases two-fold being hosted
on the MEDD learning platform and promoted through participating organisations and the MEDD
network.
 
Even when the pandemic is over and regular meeting invites return to our calendars, the virtual 
event and digital network will be a valuable and efficient channel to distribute 
ongoing educational content and keep you connected to your customers.
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Plenary sessions,
Conference workshops and breakout sessions,
Access to a secure online networking platform allowing attendees to chat and connect with other
attendees,
Exclusive access to all sessions through the MEDD education portal,
Take-home learnings in the form of educational resources,
CPD points for the GP program,
Complementary practice marketing, medico legal and business development sessions with a focus
on navigating the current COVID-19 situation.

Your direct involvement. MEDD Live is a collaborative event, encouraging participation from physicians,
hospitals and the medical industry. As part of your sponsorship we would like to invite you to nominate
speakers and topics to be included in the program. You will also be given the opportunity to provide
feedback to ensure the conference is offering the best possible value for all participants.
 
Key event highlights include: 

 
Expression of Interest Link

What makes the MEDD Live event different from other events 
you may have sponsored?

Ojectives

Facilitate a virtual educational environment and program to increase the awareness of disease
management and therapy innovation in primary and secondary health care.
Provide complementary non-clinical sessions to help improve the business and marketing acumen
of healthcare professionals to support a sustainable and thriving practice. 
Position our speakers and sponsors as leaders in innovation, adaptation and building connections.
Provide a unique opportunity for our sponsors to collaborate with physicians to facilitate ongoing
medical education.
Create a digital networking opportunity to share knowledge and experience between general
practitioners, specialists, hospitals, and the wider healthcare community.

The overall objectives of the MEDD Live Conference is to: 
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Paid advertising across GP channels (PulseIT, RACGP, ACRRM, CSANZ, PHNs) 
Google display advertising and retargeting 
Targeted Facebook and LinkedIn campaigns
Event promotion in private Facebook GP groups and communities
Direct email through third party agencies across each state (approx. 6,000)
Direct fax to 8,000 plus GP practices
Our Hope For Hearts channel partners - hospitals, specialists and medical industry participants

 
General Practitioners – There are over 35,000 GPs in Australia, many of which access online
education and resources as part of their daily routine. We will be promoting the conference through a
5-week comprehensive national marketing campaign comprising:
 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

 
 
Specialists – The Specialists program is open to all specialty areas. We invite hospitals, specialists and
healthcare organisations to nominate speakers and topics, for either the GP or Specialist programs.
Many of the non-clinical sessions in the GP program are relevant to all physicians. The conference will
be promoted to specialists through participating hospitals, industry channel partners, LinkedIn, direct
email and word of mouth.
 
 
Cardiologists and Cardiac Surgeons – The conference will play an important role in extending the
reach of the Hope For Hearts national cardiac disease awareness program for those specialists and
hospitals currently participating.
 
 
Nurses and Allied Health – An integral part of patient care the conference is open to all nurses and
allied health professionals. Separate nursing and allied health sessions can be hosted on request.

Who is MEDD Live aiming to reach?
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Conference Schedule

July 18th - 19th QLD
July 25th - 26th VIC / TAS
August 1st - 2nd NSW / ACT
August 8th - 9th WA / SA / NT

The General Practitioner program will be run over 4 consecutive weekends. Each state/region 
will be allocated a full weekend of presentations, allowing attendees to hear and connect with local
speakers. Registrants will also have the option of participating in interstate sessions as well.
 
The Specialist program can have sessions scheduled across the entire three week conference, during
weekdays, weekends, and after hours. These sessions will also be promoted in the GP program.
 
National conference dates: 18th July - 9th August
 
Proposed GP program schedule: TBC

Conference Sessions

We envisage 8-14 sessions a day, running concurrently as required,
Each session to be a maximum duration of 1 hour, including 15-20 minute panel discussion or Q&A,
Interactive workshop sessions with full audio/visual engagement organised on request for groups of
up to 40 participants,
Presentations can be pre-recorded and broadcast for convenience with live Q&A or panel
discussion.

The weekend General Practitioner program - 

These sessions can be scheduled at anytime during the 3 weeks of the conference,
Sessions can range from a 15-20 minute specialty update to a 1 hour presentation with panel
discussion and Q&A,
Presentations can be pre-recorded and broadcast for convenience with live Q&A or panel
discussion,
Attendance to specific sessions can be made 'invitation only' by request.

The Specialist program - 

The MEDD Live Conference will be managed and executed by the Connect The Docs team and
their marketing partners, Splice Marketing.



4x clinical speaker sessions for the GP program
6x speaker sessions for the Specialist program
1x company presentation (can be substitute for additional speaker session)
Sponsorship recognition – on event promotion (including Conference microsite, sponsored
presentation session and the MEDD website) 
Staff access to attend all sessions

2x additional company webinar or live streaming sessions managed and hosted by Connect The
Docs on MEDD.com.au
Priority monthly content promotion to MEDD audience for 3 months post conference to target
audience
Branded content channel on MEDD and unlimited content hosting for 3 months

2x clinical speaker sessions for the GP program
3x speaker sessions for the Specialist program
Sponsorship recognition – on event promotion (including Conference microsite, sponsored
presentation session and the MEDD website) 
Staff access to attend all sessions

1x additional company webinar or live streaming sessions managed and hosted by Connect The
Docs on MEDD.com.au
Priority monthly content promotion to MEDD audience for 2 months post conference to target
audience
Branded content channel on MEDD and unlimited content hosting for 2 months

Sponsorship Opportunities
 
 
PLATINUM - Sold
 
 
GOLD

 
Post conference 

 
Your Investment $15,000 + GST
 
 
 
SILVER 

 
Post conference

 
Your Investment $10,000 + GST
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2x clinical speaker session allocated to either the GP program or Specialist program
Sponsorship recognition - on event promotion (including Conference microsite, sponsored
presentation session and the MEDD website)
Staff access to attend all sessions

Branded content channel on MEDD and unlimited content hosting for 1 month

 
BRONZE

 
Post conference

 
Your Investment $5,000 + GST
 
 
*For sponsorship terms and conditions, please visit Expression of Interest link on the next
page.
 

Industry Sponsorship Cont.
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If you would like to help increase
disease awareness amongst the
healthcare community and improve
patient access to appropriate
management options, then you
need to be part of this virtual
conference event.
 
 
Expression of Interest Link
 
 
For more information, please call
Anthony Schwarzenecker 
on 0468 536 027 or email
admin@connectthedocs.com.au
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